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THE WIRE
STATE
Yahoo to cut nearly 700
jobs after 1Q results fall
SAN FRANCISCO — Yahoo
Inc. will lay off nearly 700
workers after getting off
to a bumpy start under a
tough-talking new boss who
has promised to engineer a
long-awaited turnaround at
one of the Internet’s bestknown franchises. This marks
Yahoo’s third round of mass
layoffs in little over a year,
but the first batch since the
Sunnyvale-based company
hired Bartz in January.
— Associated Press

NATIONAL
Mandatory life penalty
looms for pirate
NEW YORK — The sole
surviving pirate from an
attack on an American cargo
ship off the Somali coast will
be tried as an adult after he
was portrayed Tuesday as the
brazen ringleader of a band
of pirates who shot at the
ship’s captain and bragged
about prior acts of piracy.
The 18-year-old Abdiwali
Abdiqadir Muse faces a
piracy charge that carries
a mandatory life prison
sentence.
— Associated Press

INTERNATIONAL
Red Cross: Sri Lankans
face catastrophy
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka — Tens
of thousands of civilians
trapped in Sri Lanka’s
northern war zone face a
“catastrophic” situation, the
Red Cross said Tuesday. The
United Nations and others
have called for a negotiated
truce to allow civilians to
leave the rebel-held coastal
strip — and the government
says more than 52,000
had escaped since Monday.
The U.N. estimated more
than 4,500 civilians have
been killed in the past three
months.
— Associated Press

ADVERTISEMENT

Official sneaks onto campus under tight security
Chinese councilor
stops by campus as
part of US tour
SCOTT REYBURN
Staff Writer

Under secrecy and tight security, SJSU welcomed a Chinese
state councilor to talk with university officials about U.S.-China
relations on topics such as education, technology and science on
Tuesday in a fourth floor boardroom of the King Library.
Councilor Mme. Liu Yandong, who is responsible for
education in China, arrived at
SJSU and was greeted by a welcome party holding a banner and
multiple flags of the People’s Republic of China.
SJSU President Jon Whitmore
gave his impressions of Liu’s visit
to campus.
“It was a wonderful exchange
of sort of mutual interest in furthering education each in our
own countries but more importantly across the boundary
of the Pacific Ocean between
China, United States, California
and Silicon Valley,” Whitmore
said. “It’s a honor to have Madame Liu here and it was a great
exchange.”
Liu, who is on the 12th day
of her visit to the U.S., told the

Chinese State Councilor Liu Yandong waves to supporters as she leaves the Dr. Marin Luther
King Jr. Library after a visit to SJSU on Tuesday afternoon.
crowd through a translator that
she was pleased to be at SJSU
and thanked all the presenters
for their information.
Liu said China is working
hard to redevelop education and
she was here looking for advice
to improve China’s educational

system. She mentioned China
has the largest education system,
with 261 million students and 27
million of those are university
students.
Tim Hegstrom, the dean of
the College of Social Sciences,
said the reason for the secrecy

over Liu’s visit to SJSU involved
safety issues and the potential for
protesters.
“When it was pre-announced
that she was going to come to
UC Berkeley, an organized protest occurred, so they canceled
the visit,” he said.

CHAD ZIEMENDORF / Spartan Daily

Hegstrom said if cabinet
members of the U.S. went to
China, they would probably have
the same secrecy and security.
“Think of President Bush’s

See VISITOR, page 3

ENVIRONMENT

Earth Day fair focuses on ways to
encourage more sustainable future

BRETT GIFFORD
Staff Writer

SJSU students have a chance
to see what it means to go green
at the Earth Day fair on Paseo
de Cesar Chavez today from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Students from the Environmental Resource Center have
gathered more than 50 vendors,
a troupe of Aztec dancers and
a few costumed heroes and villains to celebrate the 39th annual Earth Day.
The theme of this year’s
Earth Day celebration is “sustainability starts with you.”
“Sustainability is being able
to live your life without imped-

ing future generations from
living their lives,” said Jennifer
Ralston, a junior environmental
studies major and Earth Day coordinator.
“The whole point of this
Earth Day is to actually get
more people involved with the
environment,” said Anna Le,
the director of the Environmental Resource Center.
During the day’s events, reusable shopping bags will be
given out to vendors and students who make a pledge not to
use plastic bags, because of their
negative environmental impact.
“If you go out to William Street
Park and you look at the river, it’s
just a bunch of plastics all along
the river, building up,” Le said.
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See a photo collage of the
buildings around campus using
our new PhotoSync slideshow.
Check out photos of the
week from Spartan Daily
photographers.

Students can look forward to
seeing Captain Planet roaming
the fair and a “plastic bag monster,” used to emphasize the environmental damage from plastic bag waste.
“I’ll probably be in the middle of the plaza pretending to be
a pile of plastic bags,” said Dylan
Crutchfield, a senior environmental studies major.
There will also be people in
chicken and cow costumes from
Vegetarian House, an organic
vegan restaurant in Downtown
San Jose.
Ultra Motor, an electric cycle
and scooter manufacturer, will

See EARTH, page 2

Supporters line up to greet Chinese CHAD ZIEMENDORF / Spartan Daily
State Councilor Liu Yandong outside the rear entrance of the
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library on Tuesday afternoon.
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an audio slideshow of Chinese
State Councilor Liu Yandong’s
appearance at the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Library.

Podcast: Listen to staff writers
Jessica Fromm and Minh Pham
give their opinions of the Peaches
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Opening campus
bathrooms
to everyone

GUIDE
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Tomorrow
Tomorr

A Night for Dwight
Celebrating Dwight Bentel’s
100th birthday. $20-$30.
Proceeds benefit the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications. 5 to 7 p.m. at the brick
patio of Dwight Bentel Hall.

25

Saturday
Saturda

Philosophy
Conference
An all-day event featuring
discussions about comparative
philosophy.
9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
Cultural Heritage Meeting Room,
fifth floor of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Library.
Contact Bo Mou at 924-4513 or
bo.mou@sjsu.edu

Spartan Triathlon
Everyone is invited to participate
in the Spartan Triathlon. Proceeds benefit the Triathlon Club
at San Jose State University.
$10 students/ $15 faculty and
staff/ $25 community members.
8:30 a.m. in the Aquatic Center.

27

Monday

Film Screening
“The Cry Unheard” and “My
Assyrian Nation on the Edge.”
Presented by the Assyrian
Student Association.
6:30 p.m. in Dudley Moorhead
Hall, Room 150.
For more information, contact
asa.sjsu@gmail.com

Gamma Zeta Alpha
Fraternity
Celebrating 20 years at SJSU.
All day at Gallos de Villa.
For more information, contact
Juan Preciado at
(831)578-4769.

LGBTQQI
Discussion Group
Co-sponsored by LGBT Resource
Center and Counseling Services.
Noon to 1:30 p.m. at the LGBT
Resource Center.
For more information, call
924-6158 or 924-5910.

Pregnancy
Counseling
Pregnant? Confused? Need Support? Peer counseling is available
every Monday. 10:30 a.m. to
noon in the Guadalupe Room at
the Student Union and 1 to 3
p.m. in Hugh Gillis Hall, Room
255. For more information, call
376-1233.

29

Wednesday
Wednesd

EOP Honors
Ceremony
A celebration of the 2009 EOP
graduating seniors and honor
students. 6 to 8:30 p.m. in
King Library, Room 229.

Radio Debates
Topics range from CSU sustainability, zero population growth,
legalization of marijuana and
gay marriage. 7:30 a.m. to 4:15
p.m. on 90.5 KSJS.

Weekly Discussion
Hangout with globally-minded
people, discuss international
issues and find out internship
opportunities.
6:15 p.m. in the Pacheco Room
of the Student Union.
Contact Ryan Wu at GSC.
SJSU@gmail.com
Sparta Guide is provided free of
charge to students, faculty and
staff members. The deadline for
entries is noon, three working days
before the desired publication date.
Space restrictions may require
editing of submission. Entries are
printed in the order in which they
are received. Submit entries online
at thespartandaily.com or in writing at DBH 209.

SJSU is planning on expanding the number of unisex bathrooms on campus.
HANK DREW
Staff Writer

Class has just ended, and those
22-ounces of soda are weighing
heavily upon your bladder. You
dash down the hallway in search
of a bathroom only to discover
that all the bathrooms are marked
for the opposite gender.
This is a painful daily occurrence for SJSU’s estimated 100
transgender students.
Drew House, LGBT Resource
Center graduate assistant, said
he believes gender-neutral bathrooms are a matter of safety and
basic human comfort.
“It’s something that most
people take for granted,” House
said. “If you are on a certain part
of campus and you need to take
care of business — answer the
call of nature — and you don’t
feel safe going into a bathroom, it
is important that this is available
for all the students who need this
service.”
The issue of gender-neutral
bathrooms on campus had been
languishing in bureaucratic limbo
for two years until the new SJSU
President Jon Whitmore decided
to push the cause, said Wiggsy
Sivertsen, a counselor on campus.

“I brought the issue up two
years ago and said we needed
to establish some gender neutral bathrooms on campus,”
Sivertsen said. “We have more
and more students who are in
the process of transition or have
already made the transition.”
The requests fell upon deaf
ears with complaints about lack
of funds, she said. So she decided
to draft a resolution to the academic senate to force the issue.
“I said ‘we are not talking
about a lot of money,’” Sivertsen
said. “’It’s just a damn sign.’”
While meeting with President
Whitmore, Sivertsen said Whitmore had instructed Facilities
Development and Operations to
survey the bathrooms on campus to locate possible locations
for gender neutral bathrooms.
“The last time I talked to him,”
she said, “he said they had identified 15 bathrooms on campus
that could be identified as unisex
bathrooms. My guess is that the
process of changing those bathrooms will occur this summer
when the students are gone.”
Magaly Jimenez, an undeclared freshman, said most people in her circle of friends would
be supportive of this move.
“Everybody deserves a chance

to be treated equally,” she said,
“and not be looked at in a different
way just because of their gender.”
News of the establishment
of gender neutral bathrooms
on campus could also be met
with fear and resistance from
some members of the SJSU
community.
Eric Kaoston, a senior business major, said that while he
does consider himself a progressive, he still thinks this is a highly
inappropriate move.
“Certainly I understand how
someone who is transgender
might not be comfortable with
the gender label of one bathroom
or the other,” he said. “There are
just as many people who would
feel uncomfortable with that
situation.”
Kaoston cites the open nature
of the SJSU campus as a potential source of friction.
“We have people coming into
campus from downtown,” he
said. “I think it would be unsafe
for the transgender students.”
While she strongly supports the creation of gender
neutral bathrooms on campus,
Victoria Johnson, who teaches an upper division human
sexuality class, said she agrees
that gender neutral bathrooms

FBI agent works to recruit students
Attendees encouraged to
apply at Q-and-A session
in Student Union
HARVEY RAÑOLA
Staff Writer

Students filed into the
Costanoan Room of the Student
Union to get an inside look at the
FBI through an informal Q-andA session on Monday.
About 23 students took part
in a discussion led by FBI Special
Agent Bill Scanlon, who worked
as part of the criminal division in
the FBI’s San Francisco office before becoming a recruiter about
a year ago.
Brad Baker, a senior marketing major, said the event was organized as a class project and is
part of a marketing campaign to
promote the FBI.
“Part of the perception that
we have gotten from the initial
survey is that students aren’t really sure what the FBI has in store
for them,” he said. “It’s great that
people are interested not only in
figuring out how they can somehow keep their career on track to
eventually join the FBI, but also
understanding more about what
the FBI is.”
Prior to the session, students
were treated to cookies and sandwiches while Scanlon handed out
brochures on FBI special agents

and professional staff careers.
Questions ranged from the
day-to-day duties of a special
agent to more personal questions, including Scanlon’s reasons for leaving a lucrative job as
a finance executive at HewlettPackard Co.
“It was kind of miserable in
my job,” he said. “We were cutting costs at the company and at
that point I was doing things like
trying to find reasons to fire a guy
three cubes down.”
The process of joining the FBI
begins with submitting an application, Scanlon said. In 2008, the
FBI received more than 110,000
applications for 50 available positions.
Applicants selected are then
given tests that include a multiple-choice section not unlike the
SATs, Scanlon said, as well as a
physical ability test.
Successful applicants are sent
to Quantico, Va., for a five-month
training course before joining the
bureau.
Scanlon said the ages of applicants range from 23 to 36,
with the average age of first-year
agents being 31, and three-quarters of them entering with a graduate degree.
Despite the discrepancy in
the average age between new
agents and recent college graduates, Scanlon said students who
are thinking of a career in the FBI
should not be discouraged.

“It’s really planting the seed
for something many years down
the road,” he said. “On the professional staff side, we interest a
lot of folks who can apply right
away and we see some of that
come to fruition.”
Anthony Wai, a creative writing graduate student, said he has
thought about joining the FBI as
a career since he was younger and
said he is even more motivated to
join after Monday’s lecture.
“I’ve actually been researching it for the past year or so,”
he said. “So far from what I’ve
heard, I really like what (Scanlon) has to say.”
“I think this shows that they’re
all human beings too and they’re
just trying their best to make the
world better,” Wai added.

Photo Illustration by MIKE ANDERSON / Spartan Daily

could lead to some strife.
“There are still a lot of people who would like to live with
blinders on and pretend that
people like that do not exist,”
she said. “And to blatantly acknowledge that they do in any
way — I can hear the term ‘gay
agenda’ coming up.”
Johnson recounted a story
of a transitioning professor who
left as a man one summer and returned as a woman.
“Some of the people did not
want to use the same bathroom
this person used, which I find
reprehensible,” she said. “They

were literally stuck in the mindset that this person was the original sex of birth and would never
be anything else.”
In the end, Johnson said she
has heard several transgender
students talk about nearly getting into physical danger by using the bathroom they felt was
appropriate.
“A very masculine looking
woman would go in the woman’s
room and almost be assaulted for
it,” she said. “It (gender neutral
bathrooms) wouldn’t only help
their comfort level. It would help
everyone’s comfort level.”

EARTH Car buried at first
SJSU Earth Day celebration
Continued from page 1
be giving free test drives of its
products in the administration
parking lot.
Among the displays that will
be present will be a fish tank
filled with cigarette butts collected on campus.
“We’re not trying to tell you
not to smoke,” Le said, “we’re
just trying to tell you, ‘Pick it
up after.’”
After the events on campus,
the environmental club and the
Environmental Resource Center
will head down to McKinley Elementary School, along with the
green-mulleted Captain Planet
and his plastic-bag adversary, for
environmental activities and to
pick up trash around the school
with the students, according to
Yan Yin Choy, a member of the

environmental club.
After the fair, A.S. and Crossroads Trading Company will be
putting on the Trashion Fashion
Show, a fashion show featuring
clothing made from recycled
materials, in the Campus Village
Quad from 7 to 8 p.m.
The Aztec dance troupe will
be performing Aztec dances
that personify nature at 11:45
a.m. and 1:15 p.m.
According to the resource
center, students buried a Volkswagen under what is now the
Cesar Chavez Monument on
the first Earth Day in 1970.
Although the vehicle was unearthed and removed later, it
set the trend for celebrations
to come.
“Every Earth Day, we do
something crazy and wild,” Le
said. “It’s a big tradition here
that we’re proud of. We’re just
keeping up the tradition.”
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VISITOR ‘So I think there is some understanding that, at least in the education
sector, that we can be a good partnership with Chinese universities and with the government.’

Chinese State Councilor Liu Yandong waves to supporters as she enters the Dr. Marin Luther King Jr. Library
during a visit to the SJSU campus on Tuesday afternoon.

Continued from page 1
visits to Europe in the last four
years and the kinds of things he
faced, that’s part of what’s going
on,” he said.
Hegstrom said this event is
probably has the most security
for SJSU has had in a long time,
going as far back as an announced
presidential candidate in 1992.
“(Bill Clinton) was here when
he ran for his first election for

president and it would probably
be comparable security at the
time,” he said. “He didn’t have a
meeting in the library, but he had
a big meeting out on the quad.”
Liu said China is developing a
new educational initiative, which
has five main parts ranging from
creating a redeveloped mission
of education to the government
expanding financial support for
education.
“When they decide to do
something, they are able to implement it and have it happen

very quickly,” Hegstrom said.
Liu said she chose to visit SJSU
because of its contributions to
technology, social development,
wonderful teachers, great diversity, intercultural communication,
and because it’s a storied campus.
She said SJSU has a unique
location to Silicon Valley and it
cultivates good talent from it.
Liu said SJSU makes great efforts
toward the U.S. and China relationship.
After SJSU President Whitmore welcomed Liu, Mark No-

vak, associate vice president for
international and extended studies, began the meeting with a presentation via PowerPoint explaining the California State University
system, the history of the Silicon
Valley, the history of SJSU and the
university’s demographics.
Four colleges from SJSU —
engineering, social sciences,
business and education — also
made presentations.
All four speakers from each
of the presenting colleges spoke
Mandarin. They were Belle Wei,

Former dept. chair rewarded for scholarly work

MIKE ANDERSON / Spartan Daily
Paul Douglass with his
award-winning book, “Lady Caroline Lamb.”

‘He helps his students
feel that all their opinions
are valid,’ student says
HANK DREW
Staff Writer

Former English department
chair Paul Douglass slips out of
the department’s awards ceremony and dashes to Sweeney
Hall to make sure the reception
room is properly arranged.
He then rushes back to Washington Square Hall to witness the
remainder of the presentation.
Douglass, author of “Lady
Caroline Lamb: a Biography,”
was recently awarded the President’s Scholar by President Jon
Whitmore.
The President’s Scholar Award
is given to a professor for his or
her scholarly work.
Douglass said he thinks he received the award because he has
remained deeply engaged with
the university while still devot-

ing himself to scholarly work.
He said he is the director of
the Steinbeck Center and has
served as the director of the creative writing fellows program for
the center.
“It’s not like I’ve been off
somewhere in a room doing research and writing and not staying engaged as a teacher,” Douglass said.
Douglass said he received a
plaque and cash for the award.
“I actually took it home as I
won it,” he said. “I was talking
with my wife, Charlene, and I
said I don’t know where I should
put this. I am going to bring it
back over to campus.”
Douglass is well known for
his biography of Lady Caroline
Lamb, a writer and lover of Lord
Byron. He has kept himself busy
publishing books and essays over
the last few years, but is not quite
sure why he was chosen over so
many other qualified faculty on
campus.
“I was honestly shocked,” he
said. “I do what I do because I

love it. I didn’t expect it, which
makes it very sweet.”
Douglass is highly rated on
RateMyProfessor.com and his
student’s agree with these ratings.
Kellie Rice, a fine arts graduate
student, first worked with Douglass in an undergraduate class and
said she feels his class encouraged
her to continue her studies.
“He helps his students feel that
all their opinions are valid,” she
said. “It is a very relaxed atmosphere. You can say whatever your
perspective is on a given work and
not feel that — because I am kind
of weird and say weird things —
it’s really out there.”
John Newman, a fine arts graduate student, agrees with Rice’s
view of Douglass’ classroom
style.
“Professor Douglass is probably one of the best informed,
most non-directed learning professors I’ve ever had,” he said. “He
runs a very entertaining class. He’s
a serious scholar and the class is
challenging, but is always fun.”
“When you come out of his
class, you really feel like you’ve
learned something.”
John Engell, English department chair, said Douglass’ selection was exclusively based on his
30-year publishing record.
“He has one of the most distinguishing publishing records, as far
as literary criticism goes, of anyone here at San Jose State that I’ve
known in the 20 years I’ve been
here,” he said.
Douglass is more than just
a scholar, Engell said. Douglass
is always happy to do whatever
it takes to help the department.
Douglass brought a cooler and ice
for the reception and also helped
set up the chairs and tables.
“These are small things that

people like president’s scholars and academics are not usually noted for doing,” Engell said.
“But, they are important things.
No matter how small they are.
“Paul is willing to do the large
things and the small things.”

CHAD ZIEMENDORF / Spartan Daily

dean of the College of Engineering; Oliver Yu, a marketing lecturer; Xiaolu Hu, the department
chair for counselor education
and Ge Gao, a communication
studies professor.
Liu said it’s extremely important to have short and long-term
relations between the U.S. and
China on education, technology
and science. Liu said the two are
partners sailing in the same boat
and not rebels.
“She has offered to host students in their country at their

universities this summer and help
fund that with scholarships from
China. It’s the beginning of more
exchange back and forth which is
fabulous,” Whitmore said.
Hegstrom said SJSU has had
quite a number of partnerships
with China and looks to expand
more on them.
“So I think there is some understanding that, at least in the
education sector, that we can be
a good partnership with Chinese
universities and with the government,” Hegstrom said.
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Seeing the value of social
networking in job hunt
JESSICA AYALA
Staff Writer

CAMPUSIMAGES

(Left to right) Sophomores Reann Lara, a psychology major, and Jane Gonzales, a communications SANDRA SANTOS / Spartan Daily
major, look at a Holocaust memorial near the Event Center on Tuesday morning. Every flag in the memorial represents 1,034
people who died during the Holocaust, which they approximated to equal 6, 366,034 people.

Psych. students show off findings
Annual research
conference enters
its 62 year
HOLLY SZKOROPAD
Staff Writer

Students got the chance to
wander through a maze of research data, some dating back
more than two years, from psychology students presenting at
the Spartan Psychological Association Research Conference on
Tuesday.
Poster sessions and 15-minute presentations at the event explored topics ranging from mental health to rape myths.
Roya Taghehchian, a senior
psychology major, said seeing her
peers’ work inspired her to someday present a project of her own.
“I think it’s important that it’s
student involved and that there’s
students presenting,” Taghehchian said. “We’re able to connect with them on that level, and
all of our professors are here. So
it’s kind of like the psychology
world getting together.”

Bonny Christopher, a graduate student who had a poster
presentation, said that although
it’s her second time at a conference like this, the experience
arises both fear and excitement.
“Doing your own research is
really hard,” Christopher said.
“It’s a long road, but it’s really
rewarding when you finally finish and submit it to something
and maybe get it published.”
The annual conference dates
back to 1957, and this year’s
event is sponsored by the SJSU
psychology department and Psi
Chi, the National Honor Society of Psychology, said Clifton
Oyamot, a psychology assistant
professor.
The conference, according to
its Web site, originally began in
a classroom atmosphere to help
usher students into the professional world of psychology.
Today, it features the research
of more than 90 students, some
from other Bay Area universities, and is open to any student
with a psychology project, Oyamot said.
He said that, as the head
faculty adviser for the event,

he delved through the submissions when the deadline came
on March 20, making sure each
project qualifies for the conference’s psychological theme.
He said getting accepted to
the conference takes a rigorous
amount of work, including students submitting a research proposals, abstracts and descriptions of the study.
“We want to promote mainly
about the students feeling like
(they) are contributing to psychological science,” Oyamot said.
“They’re making contributions
to psychology … This simulates
a professional conference.”
Arturo Rodriguez, an SJSU
graduate student, said he decided to participate in the event
because it gives him an idea of
where psychological literature
is right now, as well as where it’s
heading.
“For me, this is just a way
of knowing, ‘Is this really what
I want to do?’ And if not, then
I can scratch that,” Rodriguez
said.
He and his partner, senior
psychology major Sarah Madeau,
represented one of the 10 poster

Senator McConnell blasts plan to close Guantanamo
Associated Press

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico —
President Barack Obama came
under fire Tuesday for including
$80 million to close Guantanamo in a massive funding request
to fight America’s wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan.
The $83.4 billion request
to Congress was submitted on
April 9, when lawmakers were
on break over the Easter holidays. Tucked into the 99-page
bill were a few paragraphs about
Guantanamo — including a request for funds for foreign countries that accept prisoners. U.S.
efforts to have other countries
take in detainees have largely
been a flop — stoking fears the
men will end up in America.
“The administration needs to
tell the American people what
it plans to do with these men if
they close Guantanamo,” U.S.
Senate Republican leader Mitch
McConnell said on the Senate
floor Tuesday. He pointed out
that two years ago the Senate
voted 94-3 against sending detainees to the U.S.

McConnell opposes closing
Guantanamo.
“Foreign countries have thus
far been unwilling to take them
in any significant numbers. And
even if countries were willing to
take them, there’s an increasing
probability that some of these
murderers would return to the
battlefield,” he said.
Military Families United, a
military family advocacy organization, predicted the inclusion
of money to close Guantanamo
in the war-funding request “will
significantly delay the passage
of this legislation and delay our
troops from getting the funding
they need and deserve.”
“Funding for our troops
cannot be made contingent on
funding for an unrelated and
politically divisive issue like the
closure of Guantanamo Bay,”
the group said.
McConnell spokesman Don
Stewart said Republicans are
looking at ways to strip the
Guantanamo money from the
funding bill. There is no move
afoot to block the entire funding bill because “this is money
for our troops,” Stewart said.
Obama seeks $30 million in

Justice Department funding to
shut down the Guantanamo detention center, review U.S. detention and interrogation procedures and fund future litigation.
Another $50 million in Defense Department funds sought
by Obama would support the
relocation of the 240 prisoners
at Guantanamo, which Obama
has ordered closed by January,
and redeploy military and support forces associated with the
detention center on the Navy
base.
Some of the $50 million
would also “provide assistance
to foreign nations” as detainees
are relocated.
The U.S. wants to resettle
dozens of Guantanamo prisoners in foreign lands, but countries have been reluctant to take
them because of security concerns.
A senior Obama administration official indicated Tuesday
that some of the funding could
be used to help foreign nations
pay for rehabilitation programs.
The official was not authorized
to discuss the issue publicly
and spoke on condition of anonymity.
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presentations at the event.
Both said that participating at
yesterday’s event made them
feel more prepared for the
professional world.
The all-day conference
culminated with a keynote
speaker, David Foyle, who is
an SJSU alumnus and senior
research psychologist at the
NASA Ames Research Center at Moffett Field.
He took students through
his years of designing “human-centered”
systems,
which he said are aeronautical gadgets that help pilots
safely and efficiently fly air
vehicles.

The Career Center reached
out to students Tuesday afternoon about how to brand themselves through social networks
for a potential career.
Career counselor Anita Manuel said that, as some students
approach graduation, she has
seen increased interest from students wanting to learn new ways
to search for a job or how to
stand out from other applicants.
The workshop guided students through several steps that
could increase their chances of
getting a job when approaching
social networks.
With an audience of about
20, social networks such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter and
VisualCV were discussed during
the one-hour workshop.
Manuel added that because
these social networks are still
new, most students are learning
about them without even thinking that they can use them to
find a job.
“We know a lot of students
are on Facebook, but a lot of
them are using it just for the social aspect and not realizing that
they can also use that networking for professional aspects too,”
Manuel said. “So I think it’s definitely new — still a new emerging trend for students.”
One student who was exposed to these social networks
was Mai Vu, a senior business
marketing major. Vu said the
workshop introduced her to
LinkedIn and VisualCV, which
she plans on using now.
LinkedIn was founded in
2003, according to the organization’s Web site. It is a Web site
where professionals around the

world are introduced or can network with people in a career of
their interest.
“I didn’t realize that so many
companies were looking at these
certain Facebook or Twitter as a
source of finding a job,” Vu said.
“I think if everybody else knew
that, they would be on it like the
majority of the students.”
Students then learned how to
create an online resume where
their video clips and references
could be posted.
The workshop also emphasized how students should differentiate themselves from competitors when applying for a
job. Manuel added that in order
for students to stand out, they
should provide unique values,
such as being hardworking and
determined.
Manuel added that students
should reach out to their family and friends when looking for
jobs because they could refer
them to a potential jobs and help
them expand their network.
Students were also advised
to clean their profiles up, to remove drunk photos, photos that
expose raunchy behavior, or
comments that question one’s
character.
If students prefer not to clean
their profile, it was suggested to
have their profile under a secure
setting to avoid being judged by
potential companies.
Joe Huang, a freshman psychology major, said that he
found the workshop interesting.
“The ideas were great,” he
said. “There were some ideas
that I didn’t even think about before this workshop.”
For students interested in
learning how to find a job during
a tough economy, the career center will be having a workshop on
May 1, at 11 a.m.
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SJSU boxing lives on 49 years after tragic death
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A tragic death in NCAA boxing in 1960 halted
SJSU’s prolific team from becoming a dynasty.
JULIANNE SHAPIRO

he said. “It used to be a big thing
at San Jose State.”

SJSU boxer Stu Bartell
knocked out University of Wisconsin boxer Charles Mohr for
the first and last time of Mohr’s
career during the NCAA boxing championships on April 20,
1960.
Mohr collapsed after walking
into the dressing room and fell
into a coma. He died eight days
later from a brain hemorrhage.
According to the book “The
Six-Minute Fraternity: The Rise
and Fall of NCAA Tournament
Boxing, 1932-60,” John Walsh,
Mohr’s boxing coach, said he
believed Mohr suffered from an
aneurism and that his predisposition to that condition meant a
strong sneeze might have caused
hemorrhaging.
Yoshihiro Uchida, founder and
judo club head coach at SJSU for
more than 60 years, said Mohr’s
death was devastating to the SJSU
boxing program and the country.
“They used to have a lot of
school spirit because of the championship teams we had,” he said.
“Then, all of a sudden, the whole
thing came to a halt.”
Uchida said Mohr hit his head
on a thin mat, which aggravated
his injury.
Spartan Gym, where the volleyball team plays, was once filled
with people who would tentatively watch the boxers, he said.
“We had sororities and fraternities participate in tournaments
where they sponsored athletes,”

NCAA Boxing Ban
Boxing was banned as an
NCAA sport in 1961. According
to the NCAA Boxing Web site,
some coaches said Mohr’s death
contributed to the end of NCAA
boxing.
SJSU’s current boxing club
coach Candelario Lopez said
a movement to abolish NCAA
boxing existed before Mohr’s
death.
“NCAA has a requirement
that at least (a certain) amount
of schools must have that varsity
sport in order for it to be sanctioned by NCAA,” he said. “At
that time, boxing was right on
the edge of being abolished by
NCAA because there were not
enough major universities having boxing.”
Lopez said Mohr’s death
made it easier for NCAA to abolish boxing.
Mohr had suffered an injury
earlier in the 1960 season, Lopez
said, and had already sustained
a brain hemorrhage prior to his
fight with Bartell.
SJSU senior boxer Marc Sanchez said the ban should be lifted
because of safety modifications
made to the sport.
“If we called it an NCAA
sport, the talent pool would be
larger,” he said. “We’d have scholarships, we’d have more people
wanting to come to college to
participate in boxing. We do have
people out there who strive to be
professional boxers.”

Staff Writer

Lopez also agreed that the
ban should be lifted.
“Amateur boxing is a very safe
sport,” he said. “I took harder
shots in football and playing soccer than I took in all of my years
of boxing, and I boxed a lot of
years.”
A New Era in SJSU Boxing
Now, more than 49 years
since Bartell’s deadly blow, SJSU
once again has a national boxing
champion.
Sanchez won the 132-pound
boxing title on April 4, breaking the school’s 49-year drought
of not having a national title
winner.
“For me to be the first champion since 1960s, I’m honored,”
Sanchez said. “It’s also a great responsibility.”
Uchida said Sanchez’s win was
a great accomplishment because
the university does not fund the
boxing club.
“To produce champions like
that I think is great,” he said.
Lopez said alumni, students
and volunteers fund the club.
The last time an SJSU boxer
won the 132-pound weight class
title was Nick Akena in 1959.
“I’m honored to follow in his
footsteps,” Sanchez said.
SJSU has won 17 boxing
championship titles during its
course as an NCAA sport, according to the NCAA Boxing
Web site.
Prior to the ban, SJSU won
three consecutive team national
championships from 1958-60.

NHL PLAYOFFS

Sharks pluck Ducks at the Pond
Associated Press

ANAHEIM, — Patrick Marleau scored the go-ahead goal on a
power play with 9:27 left, and the
San Jose Sharks evaded a daunting
- vic-3
vicplayoff deficit with a 4-3
Game
tory over Anaheim in Game
rim
mming
3 on Tuesday night, trimming
the Ducks’ series leadd to
2-1.
Dan Boyle had
two goals and an asnsist, and fellow defenseman Rob Blake had a
nal assist
goal and an exceptional
f the
h topon Marleau’s winner for
seeded Sharks, who had scored
just twice while losing the first two
games of their series against the
eighth-seeded Ducks at home.
Desperately needing a win in
Game 3, the Presidents’ Trophy
winners improved their offensive
efforts and eventually got the tiebreaking goal from their captain,
who beat Anaheim goalie Jonas
Hiller with a slick deflection of
Blake’s pass. The goal was Marleau’s ninth career playoff gamewinner.
Bobby Ryan, James Wisniewski and Chris Pronger scored for
the Ducks, who kept pace with

the Sharks’ improved efforts, but
never could take the lead in a
lively, penalty-filled game. Hiller
stopped 31 shots, but didn’t
have the indomitable form of the
Ducks’ first two victories.
The home team has never led
in this all-California series, which
continues with Game 4 on
n
Thursday night.
Game 5 is
back at the Shark Tank
on Saturday
S
night.
Ev ge n i
Nabokov
m
made 27 saves
for the Sharks,
who realized any
logical ho
hope of winning
h series
i hhung on Game 3.
the
San Jose took three one-goal leads
in the first two periods, but Anaheim tied it each time.
The Sharks finally broke
through midway through the
third, when Chris Perry took a
hotly disputed hooking penalty.
Marleau was barely noticeable in
the series’ first eight periods, but
he got his 36th career playoff goal
while serving as a backboard for
Blake, whose expert pass banked
off Marleau’s stick in front.
San Jose’s effort was driven
by Blake and Boyle, the keystone
offseason acquisitions by general
manager Doug Wilson following

his club’s third straight secondround playoff ouster. Looking to
improve the blue line’s skill and
playoff experience, he signed
Blake and swung a trade with
Tampa Bay for Boyle and Brad
Lukowich, who both won the
Stanley Cup with the Lightning
in 2004.
Boyle, an All-Star for the
Sharks this season, came through
with two big goals in the first 22
minutes of Game 3. Blake got the
game’s first goal and added its
most important pass while playing an all-around physical game.
The Sharks’ effort was a clear
departure from their middling efforts in the first two games, when
San Jose barely scored despite a
79-43 advantage in shots. The
Sharks matched that goal total
in the first 13:07 in Anaheim, including their first power play goal
of the series on their 14th manadvantage, and took 20 shots in
the first period alone.
With the Sharks showing life
from the opening faceoff and the
Ducks on their usual edge of legality, there were 26 penalty minutes in the first period of Game
3, with six penalties in the first 6
minutes — including a 4-minute
high-sticking call on Marleau just
17 seconds in.

BLOG

Follow the Spartan Daily

NEWS BLOG and
SPORTS BLOG

Go to
spartandailynews.wordpress.com or
spartandailysports.wordpress.com

(Above) Wisconsin
Spartan Daily Archives
Boxer Charles Mohr. He died after a fight
in 1960. (Right) SJSU Boxer Stu Bartell.
Bartell knocked out Mohr in the final fight
before Mohr’s death. Both photos are reproductions from a 1960s Spartan Daily.

SJSU Boxing Timeline
1958-1960

SJSU wins three consecutive team championships

1960

SJSU’s Stu Bartell knocked out Wisconsin’s
Charles Mohr.

1960

Mohr dies eight days after fight with Bartell

1961

NCAA boxing abolished

2001

SJSU club boxing team founded

2009

SJSU’s Marc Sanchez wins national title.
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What’s in a
name?

Over two pages, staff writers present
the men and women behind the
building names on campus.

Photos by CHAD ZIEMENDORF / Spartan Daily

Above: Joe West Hall
Left (from top to bottom): Morris Dailey Auditorium,
Yoshihiro Uchida Hall and MacQuarrie Hall

MERRIL GUZMAN
Staff Writer

Morris Dailey Auditorium
Morris Elmer Dailey served
as the president of SJSU for 18
years. Serving from 1900 to 1918,
Dailey was credited for helping the school through the 1906
earthquake, World War I and a flu
epidemic that swept across California in 1918.
Dailey was in Iowa during the
earthquake, but he rushed back to
make sure his students and faculty
were safe and that the college was
still functioning. During World
War I, under Dailey’s administration, students raised money for
the war efforts and for wounded
soldiers.
Dailey also made sure the
school supported students and
faculty who were drafted and left
SJSU to serve.
Dailey’s leadership skills
shined through the flu epidemic.
Dailey offered school buildings to
house those infected and enlisted
faculty to serve as directors of the
new hospitals housed in SJSU facilities.
Dailey’s relationship with the
faculty was impressive, according to Walsh. He was called “Big
Chief” by many on campus.
Dailey grew up in the Midwest
and received his Artium Baccalaureatus degree at Simpson College in Indiana and a Bachelor of
Science from Drake University in
Iowa. He came to San Jose to teach
math for the 1894-95 school year,
but was back in the Midwest getting a Master of Arts from Indiana
University two years later.
Over the next 15 years, Dailey
committed himself to an academic
life serving as president of SJSU,
occasionally lecturing at Stanford
University and teaching as a member of the University of California’s
summer session faculty.
In his first meeting with the
trustees in 1901, Dailey proposed
that SJSU require prospective students applying to the school to
have graduated from high school.
He also proposed starting a sum-

mer school. Also, according to
Walsh, he wanted to make sure
SJSU had a more permanent faculty.
At the age of 52, Dailey died
unexpectedly in 1919. One year
later, the faculty voted to name
the assembly hall he had commissioned money for after him.
MacQuarrie Hall
In 1927, 47-year-old Thomas
William MacQuarrie became the
16th president of SJSU. Before
coming to San Jose, MacQuarrie worked in education and in
the army.
While in the army, he studied
at King’s College in London. After his discharge from the army,
MacQuarrie received his Artium
Baccalaureatus, Master of Arts
and Doctor of Philosophy from
Stanford in four years.
Before becoming president
of SJSU, he taught at University
of Southern California, and was
also involved in the San Jose and
Bay Area communities. During his
presidency, enrollment at the college grew and in 1936, SJSU was
one of the largest colleges on the
Pacific Coast.
The campus expanded physically under MacQuarrie’s direction — he requisitioned money
for more than eight buildings on
campus. At the time of his retirement in 1952, two more buildings, including the Music and
Engineering buildings, were in
the works.
MacQuarrie Hall is now home
to computer science, health science, hospitality management,
justice studies and mathematics
classes.
Joe West Hall
Joe West worked in a variety of
administrative positions at SJSU.
Most importantly, he was director
of continuing education on two
separate occasions.
His career started when he was
appointed assistant registrar in
1929. He later moved to the positions of dean of students, dean of
Education and Summer School
and lastly, served in a role similar

to what is now called a provost.
West’s legacy at SJSU continued
after his retirement, as he became
the first person to have a building named after him at the school
while still alive. The new residence
hall was named in 1967.
Today, according to SJSU’s
housing Web site, Joe West Hall
houses approximately 650 students on 12 floors.
Yoshihiro Uchida Hall
Yoshihiro Uchida is most commonly known on campus for being SJSU’s head coach for judo,
but he has also been a large financial contributor to the school.
Uchida’s connection with
SJSU has spanned about 70 years,
including his time as a student,
professor and coach. In 1962,
Uchida organized the first National Collegiate Judo Championship.
The Spartans walked away with
their first of 44 national championships. Uchida has also coached
Olympians, some of them San
Jose athletes, to Olympic medals.
In addition to his contributions to Spartan athletics, Uchida
is a successful businessman in Silicon Valley, according to his Asian
Pacific Fund biography.
The building that bears Uchida’s name was constructed in the
early ’30s and was renamed in
1998. According to a Spartan Daily article from October 2003, the
building was used as a processing
center for Japanese Americans
who were being relocated to internment camps during World
War II.
It is now the part of the Spartan Complex, which houses the
women’s volleyball and gymnastic teams.
“I was very honored,” Uchida
told a Spartan Daily reporter last
month when asked about how it
felt to have a building named after
him. It is “something you really
feel,” he added.
Sources: James Walsh’s “San Jose
State University: an Interpretive History”
and “One and the Same: The History of
Continuing Education at San Jose State
University.”
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Duncan Hall, Dwight Bentel Hall, Hoover Hall and Boccardo Business Building

JULIANNE SHAPIRO
Staff Writer

Duncan Hall
Carl Dudley Duncan, born
Nov. 2, 1895 in Fresno, was
known to his friends as “Dunc,”
according to an obituary from
1967 written by J.W. Tilden, a
Pan-Pacific entomologist.
Duncan, an entomologist,
one who studies insects, was
an SJSU professor and chairman of the department of
natural sciences.
Duncan also founded the
John Henry Comstock Entomology Club in 1935. Its Web site
stated Duncan was an original
faculty member of the department of natural sciences where
he developed the curriculum for
botany and entomology.
Art Smith, a founding member of the club, wrote in a pamphlet for the club’s 51-year reunion that it often had barbecues
and Christmas parties at Duncan’s house. He also wrote that
Duncan would sometimes sing
the song, “Ferdinand the Bull,” at
club meetings.
Jeff Honda, a biological sciences professor, said the most
enduring part of Duncan’s legacy
is the J. Gordon Edwards Entomology Museum on the second
floor of Duncan Hall.
“It was really his idea to start
this museum,” he said. “It’s really
his legacy. A lot of the material
here was a part of his personal
collection. It’s one of the largest university collections on the
West Coast.”
Honda said part of Duncan’s
private collection inside the
museum includes wasps, flies
and beetles.
He also said Duncan specialized in the study of social wasps.
In his 1959 autobiography,
Duncan stated, “Some, no doubt,
thought me crazy as a bedbug
when they saw me chasing insects
with a net, peering beneath uplifted stones or digging into rotting
stumps and logs for specimens.”
Duncan died in San Jose on
Dec. 21, 1966, according to the
obituary written by Tilden.
Dwight Bentel Hall
This building was named after
Dwight Bentel, a former SJSU
journalism professor, in 1982.
Bentel founded the journalism
program at SJSU and the paper
you’re currently reading, the
“Spartan Daily,” in 1934.
He created the oldest journalism program in California and
helped add advertising and public
relations to the school of journalism and mass communications.
Bentel said he was approached
by then-SJSU President Thomas
W. MacQuarrie, who liked his
photographs, to teach at SJSU.
He said MacQuarrie told him
that he wasn’t quite sure what his
job was going to be and that Bentel was going to have to figure it
out himself.
Some duties MacQuarrie
mentioned to him, Bentel said,
were teaching journalism, helping with the school’s publications, teaching English and doing
some public relations for SJSU.
He also told Bentel students were
experiencing difficulties organizing a daily newspaper, which
caught Bentel’s attention.
Bentel said to the students,
“Rule number one, beginning right
now at 1 o’clock every afternoon,
you will come in here and report in
and work until 4 o’clock in the afternoon, and I’m going to give you
three units of credit for it.”
Bentel said it was a great honor to have the journalism building named after him.
“The building was dedicated
to freedom of the press,” he said.
“I’m very proud of having the
building there with the programs
that have been carried on inside
of it. It has been a wonderful
home where the paper and the
magazine have been.”
Although MacQuarrie told
him the position was for only one
year, Bentel stayed until 1974.

Above: Hoover Hall
Left: Dwight Bentel Hall
Below: Boccardo Business Building

Hoover Hall
This building was named after
Lou Henry Hoover, wife of former President Herbert Hoover.
Hoover received a teaching
certificate from SJSU when it
was known as San Jose State Normal School in 1893. The normal
school’s duration was from 1862
until 1923, and served the purpose of training teachers.
According to her biography
on the Who2 Web site, Hoover
planned to be a teacher, but decided to pursue geology at Stanford
University instead. She was the first
American woman to obtain a geology degree there, where she met
her husband and future president
Herbert Hoover.
Mrs. Hoover also served as
a national president for Girl
Scouts. According to the organization’s Web site, she started her
own troop at the end of World
War I, which was integrated, a
rare occurrence at the time.
Vickie George, a service unit
coordinator for Girl Scouts of
Northern California – Palo Alto,
said Hoover was dedicated to
giving back to the community.
“She had three main interests
in her life,” she said. “She had
interest in education, service to
others and the great outdoors.”
George said Hoover’s commitment to Girl Scouts created a

unique view of the changing
roles of women and girls during
the 1920s and the 1930s.
“She felt Girl Scouts was an
organization that embodied all
the opportunities she felt should
be available to all girls, particularly … going camping and so
on,” she said.
Hoover died of a heart attack in
1944 and is buried in Palo Alto.
Boccardo Business Center
James Boccardo was the
founder of Boccardo Law

Firm on West St. John Street in
1934, which specializes in personal injury. He graduated from
SJSU as a chemical engineering
major in 1931.
John Stein, a friend of Boccardo’s and current managing
partner at the firm, said Boccardo’s mother wanted him to
pursue law instead of teaching
because it paid more and he
would live a “much better life.”
“Instead of getting a full ride for
a chemistry Ph.D., he went up to
Stanford and graduated up there

Photos by CHAD ZIEMENDORF / Spartan Daily

(with a law degree),” he said.
According to the book, “San Jose
State University: An Interpretive
History 1950 – 2000,” Boccardo became co-founder and president of
the Inner Circle of Trial Advocates,
a member of the International Academy of Trial Lawyers
and charter president of
the Santa Clara Trial Lawyers Association.
After retiring, Boccardo gave
$2 million to SJSU in 1997 to
renovate business classrooms on
campus, the book stated.

During that same year, he
also donated a building to the
San Jose Emergency Housing
Consortium. The James F. Boccardo Regional Reception Center building provides emergency
shelter and temporary housing
to the homeless.
Jennifer Van Every, director
of communications for EHC
LifeBuilders, said the shelter can
house up to 250 individuals during every night of the year.
He died in his sleep on March
17, 2003 in Los Gatos.
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KIMBERLY TSAO

Itʼs Down to This
Do you take this woman to
be your lawfully wedded wife, to
have and control, to forbid from
getting a job or an education and
to rape whenever you want?
Thanks to new legislation,
men in Afghanistan get to say “I
do” to these wedding vows. The
bill states that married women
need their husbands’ permission
to leave the house.
Married women can also bid
comfort goodbye. If their husbands want them dolled up, they
can’t refuse.
Another provision of the law
takes on custody matters. Originally, in the event of a divorce, a
woman could only keep her sons
until they were two years old and
her daughters were seven.
The ages have been raised
to seven and nine, respectively.
Several people argued the bill
doesn’t account for the children’s
wants and needs, according to a
New York Times article.
Additionally, when it comes

to sex, women are required to be
at their husbands’ beck and call.
Not to worry, though. The law
only applies to Shiite Muslims.
Apparently, President Hamid
Karzai wanted to make new
friends with the Shiite clergy
come re-election time. It’s just
politics — nothing sneaky about
that.
We shouldn’t be so melodramatic. After all, women can leave
their homes if they have “a legitimate purpose,” according to the
bill. Put me in a strait jacket, but
I think having a job, getting an
education and going to the doctor are all legit.
If married women need their
husbands’ permission before
seeking medical advice, that
doesn’t jive with the Afghan
men’s sex drives.
“Unless the wife is ill, the
wife is bound to give a positive
response to the sexual desires
of her husband,” the New York
Times reported.
So, it would actually benefit
the men if their wives were allowed to see the doctor whenever they feel ill.
Nonetheless, most critics
rightly argue that the law condones “marital rape.”
Karzai begs to differ.
He claims that the international community has “misinterpreted” the law — but really,
there is no room for that. If wom-

en can’t say no to sex, that’s rape
— pure and simple.
Britain and Italy have declared
that they’d be pulling their troops
from Afghanistan because they
disagree with the legislation. The
Afghan government may amend
the law, but it’s sad if the only reason they’re doing that is the loss
of international allies.
Even if it isn’t for the right
reasons, I’d rather see this law
scrapped than not. However, if
they’re not doing it with the best
intentions, it’s going to happen
again.
They need to realize that
educated women can help their
country, that children need their
mothers and that women aren’t
property.
I hate to think what would
have happened if the international community didn’t speak
out and condemn the law. This
could have been another Rwandan genocide, targeting only
women.
If you feel the same way as
Italy and Britain, speak now, or
forever hold your peace.

Kimberly Tsao is a Spartan
Daily features editor. “It’s
Down to This” appears every
Wednesday.

In response to “The blunt
facts about marijuana
legalization,” which
appeared in the April
20 issue of the Spartan
Daily:

I found this article about
marijuana completely misguided and ignorant.
First, Le Roy provides a list
of side effects from marijuana,
one being anxiety, when the
truth is people with anxiety
problems can be prescribed
marijuana as an alternative to
pharmaceuticals.
Last time I checked, allergy

medicine, cough medicine, and
even most prescription drugs
cause drowsiness and they are
all legal.
A study done in 2005 at the
University of Saskatchewan
suggested that marijuana could
actually promote brain cell
growth. So your assumption
that smoking over the years is
going to create drivers with dull
senses is utterly ridiculous.
Now why marijuana is not
addictive is because there are
no intense withdrawals like
other drugs such as cocaine,
heroine and even alcohol. It
is true that there are 200,000
people who have entered substance abuse programs for
marijuana, but you are clearly
missing the big picture.
When teens are caught with
smoking marijuana, they usually have several options.

SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
*One block to campus
*US & Internat’l students
*Safe, Friendly, Homelike
*Intercultural Experience
*Computer Lab/ Study Room
*Student Kitchen
*Wireless Internet Access
*Assigned Parking (fee)
*One semester contract.
Apply now! 360 S. 11th Street,
924-6570 or sjsu.edu/ihouse

EMPLOYMENT

TUTOR NEEDED

Beginning Visual Basic 2008
programming skills. Ability to
teach. 1-2 hours per week. On
Campus. $25/ hr. Ben (650)
533-8298

CAMPUS JOB FOR
FALL 2009!

SPARTAN DAILY DELIVERY
POSITION. Student needed
6:30am-8:30am,
MondayThursday on school days to
deliver Spartan Daily to campus newsstands. Must have
current driver’s license with
clean record and be able to
pass safe driving course requirement. Student must be
able to lift bundles of newspapers. Living on or near campus
and classes after 9:00am essential. Must be on time and
dependable. Apply: Spartan
Daily Business Ofﬁce Dwight
Bentel Hall Room 209, MonThur 10am-3:00pm. Training
will be completed before the
end of this semester.

EARN EXTRA MONEY Students needed ASAP
Earn up to $150 per day being
a mystery shopper
No Experience Required
Call 1-800-722-4791
STUDENT WORK (NEAR
SJSU) As featured in the Wall
Street Journal in August 2008.
*$17.70 BASE-appt.
*FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
*No experience necessary
*Training provided
*Customer sales/ service
*Scholarships awarded annually
*Internships possible
*Some conditions apply
*All majors may apply
CALL FOR INTERVIEW
(408) 866-1100
(650) 940-9400
(510) 790-2100
www.workforstudents.com/ sjsu

Need a Roommate?
Need a Job?
Need a Roommate
with a Job?
Spartan Daily Classiﬁeds

Ralph Leon
Advertising

DID YOU KNOW...

In one year, a colony of bees eat between 120
to 200 pounds of honey? Honey is the primary
food source for entire colonies of bees.
— eHow.com

Classifieds
HOUSING

The teens can pay a fine, go
to jail (depending on their age),
or attend a treatment program
and have all charges dropped.
I wonder which option most
teens would choose? I think
the legalization of marijuana
would help the country.
It would eliminate the need
for drug cartels and street dealers, it would get all the nonviolent people out of jail incarcerated for smoking, and it
would bring in large amounts
of revenue.
Jeffrey A. Miron, a Harvard
economics professor, calculated the legalization of marijuana could bring about 70 billion
dollars a year. Now that’s a lot
of money.

EXCITING
OPPORTUNITY
Part-Time Personal Assistant
to Silicon Valley entrepreneur,
South Fremont, private residence. Must have positive attitude, strive for excellence, be
detail oriented, and open to
learning. Approximately 15-25
hours a week to start, ﬂexible
times. Attractive compensation, $15-$20/ hour based on
experience. Send resume to
ksenff4@hotmail.com

SERVICES
FIXLAPTOP.COM BUY SELL
REPAIR Laptop & Parts Repair
PC Data Recovery Remove
Virus Rental Trade Laptop &
Parts (408)469-5999

CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION

Each line averages 25 spaces.
Each letter, number, punctuation mark, and space is formatted into an ad line.
The first line will be set in bold type and upper case for no extra charge up to 20 spaces.

A minimum of three lines is required.
Deadline is 10:00 am , 2-weekdays prior to publication.

MINIMUM THREE LINE CLASSIFIED AD:
DAYS: 1
2
3
4
RATE: $10.00 $15.00 $20.00 $25.00
$2.50 EACH ADDITIONAL LINE AFTER THE THIRD LINE.
$3.00 EACH ADDITIONAL DAY.
• RATES ARE CONSECUTIVE DAYS ONLY. •ALL ADS ARE PREPAID.
• NO REFUNDS ON CANCELLED ADS.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT: 40+ consecutive issues: 10% discount
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 10% discount.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10 AM or 3PM.

STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
Rate applies to student’s individual ads only.
Not intended for businesses and/or other persons.
Frequency discount does not apply.
www.thespartandaily.com

DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for products or services
advertised below nor is there any guarantee implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and
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CHRIS CURRY

For Those About to Read
Santa Clara County is rapidly
fracturing into a collection of
people, held together by common location, yet being pushed
apart by different languages.
Our county’s programs and
policies intended to create functionality in our multilingual society are, in reality, undermining
unity.
The concept of defining
borders and unifying a populace hinges on the idea that this
grouping will stoke development
through the sharing of both inherent and learned attributes.
Most will agree that communication is paramount in achieving
this.

Regardless of which
turns of history have
brought a million
people to reside
within the city limits,
the basic need to
foster a harmonious
and efficient society
requires a common
language.
According to a 2005-07 U.S.
Census Bureau survey, 55 percent of San Jose speaks a language other than English at
home. Those who frequently visit
the retail shops and businesses of
the city can attest through simple
observation that the percentage
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instructions won’t have to be
learned. Most instructions from
the Valley Transportation Authority are in multiple languages.
Even our garbage cans have three
different languages on them.
Common rites of passage
into adulthood, such as voting
or driving, no longer require the
use of the one language that both
structures are intrinsically dependent upon to function.
In nearly every circumstance,
the language associated with actually operating a car is English.
In Sacramento, bills are drafted,
debated and voted on in English.
Political candidates primarily
debate and campaign speaking
English.
According to the Santa Clara
County Registrar of Voters, it offers materials in four foreign languages. According to the California DMV, it offers materials in no
less than eight foreign languages.
Motivated to bring in the 55
percent of San Jose that does not
speak English at home, commercial institutions are also providing materials and signage in for-

eign languages.
Bank of America, Wells Fargo
and Citibank all offer alternate
languages for ATM transactions,
deposit slips and tellers. Local retailers such as Home Depot and
Target label their departments in
English and Spanish.
These accommodations are
a circular chain reaction. Each
one eliminates another reason to
learn English. As a result, fewer
people read English and there is
an increased need for more foreign language materials.
I can understand English assistance in critical areas such as
courtrooms and hospitals, but
when aspects of everyday communication are altered to assist
those who are not adept at using
the communication that holds
us together, it becomes a mushrooming detriment to our city,
state and country.
Chris Curry is a Spartan
Daily A&E editor. “For Those
About to Read” appears
Every Wednesday.

Perks of the English school system
with permanent overcast skies
year round. I love the sweet,
fresh grass scent, tiny shops
in the middle of town, and its
school system.
Yes, I love the English school
system. I think it is superior to the
one we have here in America.
KAAJAL MORAR

Both Sides of the Coin
I am convinced I was born in
the wrong country.
I hate California’s hot weather. Rainy weather puts me in my
element, and lightning is icing
on the cake.
I also hate gigantic cars. Why
do people need to race around
in Hummers? I’d take a smaller
car over a gas-guzzler any day.
Don’t get me started on
“authentic” foreign food. To
me, Americans don’t seem to
cook Asian food as well as the
British.
I’d love to live in England,

break, where staff and students
take a breather. Students could
catch up on studying and teachers can get mid-way semester
grades posted.
Holidays, such as Thanksgiving and Christmas, would
warrant an entire week off.

Regular breaks throughout the semester
and school year mean that students and
staff can have time to breathe and relieve
stress that would normally accumulate had
there not been regular breaks.
When my mother grew up
in England, and even when my
cousins were in school there
recently, the school year promised more breaks.
About every month during
the school year, students would
get an extended weekend. Halfway through the semester there
would be a week-long term

Sure, winter break is two
weeks long in England, and
summer break would only be
six weeks, but I still think that
students and staff can benefit
from such short breaks.
For students, a shorter break
between semesters means that
retaining learned information
would be easier.

Going back to school won’t
be so difficult since students
will actually remember what
they learned previously.
Staff can integrate lessons
smoother than having to deal
with a huge four-week gap. Revision over necessary topics
wouldn’t take as long since students would remember more.
Regular breaks throughout
the semester and school year
mean that students and staff
can have time to breathe and relieve stress that would normally
accumulate had there not been
regular breaks.
I think I’m not the only one
when I wish that there were
more breaks during spring semesters. I think America puts
too much emphasis on spring,
summer and winter breaks to
appreciate how much more
beneficial it would be to have a
longer school year.
There is too much focus on
cramming students with infor-

mation instead of letting them
learn at a slower, less strenuous
pace.
Often, I’ve found myself unable to spend weekends with
my family because of school
obligations I’ve had. Although
we all agree that school is priority, family is too, and there is no
reason why I shouldn’t be able
to take the time off to see my
family.
It may be that having a longer school year sounds depressing, but the point of school is
not to look forward to summer
or winter break.
The point of school is to
learn, but I don’t see that happening if students and staff don’t
get regular breaks throughout
the school year.
Kaajal Morar is a Spartan
Daily features editor. “Both
Sides of the Coin” appears
every other Wednesday.

COMMENTS FROM THE WEB

In response to “But wait,
there’s more useless junk
to buy,” which appeared
in the April 21 issue of the
Spartan Daily:

have as you cozy down on the
couch to watch a wave of TV
shows that are now trying to figure out this industry.
Snuggie Fan
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of the population that speaks a
language other than English in
public is also close to that number.
Regardless of which turns of
history have brought a million
people to reside within the city
limits, the basic need to foster a
harmonious and efficient society
requires a common language.
The many tongues consistently
spoken here reflect a detrimental
unwillingness to learn one. But
where does the unwillingness
come from?
Actions from the federal, state
and county levels show evidence
of an attempt to reduce the, admittedly large, burden of having
to learn English. Our government has instituted several programs and policies intended to
accommodate members of nonEnglish-speaking communities.
But the results of these accommodations have been an overreliance on and an expectation of
non-English materials.
Multilingual signage often
ensures that even the most rudimentary English phrases and

Someone needs a Snuggie.
Seriously, a Snuggie is more
than a backward bathrobe. It’s,
and try to wrap your four-year
college degree’d mind around
this, a blanket with sleeves. A
blanket is long enough to keep
you covered up in. You may not
get the fun of the Snuggie, and
that’s OK. But no need to grow
embittered.

A Snuggie is more
than a backward
bathrobe. It’s, and try
to wrap your fouryear college degree’d
mind around this, a
blanket with sleeves.
And the 4 million in sales figure was based on the USA Today
article from late January. You
seem to care about people not
being misled, so there you go.
I hear they’ve sold well over 5
million Snuggies by now. So get
yourself a Snuggie, Ralph. It’ll
help you see everything through
Rose-Colored HD Vision Glasses. It’s just the thing you should

In response to “Council
considering porn filters,”
which appeared in the April
21 issue of the Spartan Daily:
You may remember a case
that went before the courts and
the California Judiciary Committee. It was Kathleen R vs.
Livermore Library. I’m Kathleen R.
The idea behind the filters is
a good one. I actually suggested
that just as you have a library
card to check out books, you
could have one to use unfiltered
computers.
But the idea of computers in
the children’s sections at libraries with the ability to go to porn
sites is ridiculous! I have no
problem with porn. But I have
a problem with children having
ready access to it in a public library.
Kathy Rehme

In response to “Garamendi
dives into state’s major issues,” which appeared in
the April 21 issue of the
Spartan Daily:

You will never get a true accounting from our government,
politicians or the national press,
on what illegal aliens are costing
U.S. taxpayers.
It spirals into hundreds of
billions of dollars. Nor will we
ever know the costs to taxpayers associated with the stimulus
spending packages.
Same with illegal immigration, owing to fact that one must
hunt down financial appropriation through the back door, by
going to the Internet. Let’s face
it, as far as our legislators are
concerned, it’s not our business.
Americans have been lethargic on a need-to-know basis. If
we didn’t have the web, we the
people would never know the
expenditures of our respected
politicians, hidden away on
Capitol Hill.
In the old days, the only way
to express frustration, followed
by anguish and then finally anger, was by mail or a screened
phone call. It’s only today that
with computer technology can
we not only complain to our
senators and representatives, but
also network with thousands of
other individuals, who realize
they have been manipulated by
the personages on the Hill.
Brittanicus

In response to “Father of
‘American Taliban’ speaks

to SJSU students,” which
appeared in the April 21 issue of the Spartan Daily:

If Ratboy wasn’t guilty, then
why did he plead guilty? I know
why he pled guilty. Because he
knew he was a traitor and if he
pled innocent, the jury would
find him guilty and sentence
him to death. Instead, he entered a plea deal and pled guilty
for 20 years in federal prison.
Sounds guilty to me.
Greg

In response to “The
abomination of the Obama
nation,” which appeared
in the April 7 issue of the
Spartan Daily:
While in an ideal world all
voters would be educated, this
is a less than ideal world and the
ignorant and uninformed are on
the right as well as the left. As
your friends may not have been
able to articulate their reasons
for voting for Obama, at least
they made the right choice.
I dare say the majority of
Obama voters knew exactly
what they were voting for. The
ignorant and ill-informed were
a minority and most of them
voted for McCain. The “hope”
and “change” worked to get him
elected.
Now comes the “lower

health care costs by $2,500” and
the “$1,000 in tax relief ” and
the return of the USA to our
proper place as an exemplar in
the hierarchy of world nations.
A role long over due after the
disastrous preceding eight years
of inept criminality of the Bush
administration.
R. Paulson

It is very true that most voters aren’t well informed and are
into “fads.” Voting for Obama
was a fad among many young
people.
Though I voted for Obama
with a more informed position
and believe it was a better choice
compared to McCain, I’m not
going to assume that many were
informed past the campaign taglines. In reality, the vast majority
of voters aren’t well informed at
all because they go with the easy
ways of deciding how to vote.
Even though young people
may be more likely to be educated since many young people
who do vote are college students
it still is highly unlikely that it
would be a majority because as
long as the answer seems easy to
make their choice they wouldn’t
be likely to have the motivation
to look further.
Jason
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Capturing reflections of an art lover
SAMANTHA PATTERSON
Staff Writer

To some, a reflection in a
mirror may look like the stereotypical MySpace picture.
Graffiti may look like vandalism, and the people who cover
themselves in silver paint and
stand like statues on the streets
of San Francisco, they may just
seem like people in need of
money.
But to Stephanie Barnes, it’s art.
She describes herself as the
kind of girl who can see art in almost everything. The 21-year–
old senior likes to explore “art
as a process,” and enjoys shooting photos of artists such as
songwriters, photographers and
graffiti artists.
“Each artist has a different
lifestyle,” Barnes said. “They
each have a different way of approaching, creating their idea of
art, and I like to explore that.”
As a child, she said she would

use her mother’s old Polaroid
camera to shoot pictures around
the house.
“In high school, I did a lot of
film work,” Barnes said. “I really didn’t get into photography
as an art until right around my
senior year of high school, going
into college.”
She found her dad’s old Minolta camera, and although she
didn’t know how to work it, she
was intrigued. She ended up taking photography classes at West
Valley College. After transferring to SJSU as a business major, she added photography and
became a double major.
“Business is broad,” Barnes
said. “It’s general, especially
since I don’t know what I want
to do. It relates to everything, so
even if I want to keep photo on
the side, I can. That’s the great
thing about photo, you can keep
it as a hobby, do it in your spare
time. It can be recreational.”
In her first photography
course, she said she watched a

An example of Stephanie Barnes’ photography.

documentary on a French photographer by the name of Henri
Cartier-Bresson, her favorite
photographer.
“He was really good with
portraiture,” Barnes said. “He
inspired me to get into portraits, and being comfortable
around people and capturing
emotion.”
Barnes has traveled to numerous places, experiencing
art through her lens. She spent
a month in Europe visiting cities such as Amsterdam, Rome,
Florence and Dublin, Ireland.
“I’m a girl who comes from
Filipino and European backgrounds, so appreciation and
the exploration of different
cultures is important to me,”
Barnes said.
Barnes describes Dublin, Ireland, and Amsterdam as diverse
and colorful cities. She thought
it was a great experience to take
photos of the art, sculptures and
paintings she had read about in
books.

Courtesy of Stephanie Barnes

“I saw a really nice graffiti
piece in Dublin,” Barnes said. “It
said ‘I love my city’ but ‘I’ was
spelt ‘eye.’ It was kind of interesting. Being in a different city, it’s
cool seeing the same kind of art
work you can find anywhere.”
Barnes said she has a lot of
friends involved in the hip-hop
culture. She said she enjoys exploring different art forms and
finds it intriguing, one in which
is graffiti.
“I have a huge appreciation
for artists no matter what they
do,” Barnes said. “So going along
with them and seeing the whole
process — it just opens up another way of appreciating art.”
She said she never asks the
graffiti artist what they are trying
to portray or message they are
trying to get across.
“Taking a picture, anyone can
really interpret the picture their
own way,” Barnes said. “Getting
their take on it would defeat the
purpose of photography.”
Another project that Barnes is
involved with is called the “Mirror Project.” It is a public, worldwide project online where people take pictures of themselves in
reflective objects and post them
to the project’s Flickr group.
“People can get really creative,” Barnes said. “Something
really simple turns into something creative.”
Barnes said she was introduced to the mirror project by a
professor. She said it looked fun
and enjoyed looking at different
ways of taking pictures of just reflections.
“When I was in Europe, I was
in front of Anne Frank’s house
and there was a mirror,” Barnes
said. “I took a picture of myself
being there in that moment.
That was really big to me, being
in a place that historical that not
everyone gets to experience.”
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